ROCCO BUTTIGLIONE, PhD

In August 2004, Dr. Rocco Buttiglione was proposed as Vice President of the European Commission and Commissioner-designate for Freedom, Security and Justice by the President of the European Commission, Portugal’s José Manuel Barroso. Many expressed surprise and concern at the choice.

Buttiglione, a conservative Catholic who has been described as one of “Pope John Paul II’s closest friends and counselors” and “the intellectual alter ego of Pope John Paul II,” has a long track record of supporting very conservative positions on HIV/AIDS, women’s rights, immigrants’ rights, homosexual rights and reproductive rights.

Following the hearing to assess Dr. Buttiglione’s suitability for the position, the political coordinators of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs voted to oppose his nomination for both the proposed remit and any other position. After a separate hearing in front of members of the Committee on Legal Affairs, that committee supported his nomination, despite reservations expressed by members of the socialist and green groupings. However, the 25 members of the Commission (one from each member state) are approved or rejected as a bloc, not individually, and Mr. Barroso has expressed his full trust in all of his Commissioner-designates.

The Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs’ vote to oppose Dr. Buttiglione’s nomination is the first time that a parliamentary committee rejected a nominee to the Commission.

At an October 13 meeting of the European Parliament’s Conference of Presidents (the leaders of the various political groupings within the European Parliament), they decided to submit all of the letters of evaluation drawn up by the individual committees to Mr. Barroso with no additional comments or recommendations.

On October 21, 2004, the Conference of Presidents plan to meet with Mr. Barroso to discuss all proposed appointments.

On October 26, a debate will be held in Strasbourg on the make up of the new Commission. A vote to approve or oppose is expected the next day.
Dr. Buttiglione has a history of making discriminatory remarks about homosexuals, women, immigrants and others. During his assessment hearings in October 2004, Dr. Buttiglione enraged many members of the European Parliament by describing homosexuality as a sin and suggesting that the role of a woman was to have children and be protected by her husband.

Reproductive Rights

Dr. Buttiglione fully supports papal pronouncements on reproductive rights. In 2001, in his first week as European Affairs minister, he called for a ban on artificial insemination and started a campaign to outlaw abortion in Italy. As part of this, he proposed a 500 euro grant to every woman who agreed to drop plans for an abortion and to ask for therapy for women and their families considering abortion. He also sought to reduce women’s control over their own bodies by seeking to increase the involvement of men in the abortion decision.

Women’s Rights

Dr. Buttiglione holds what he describes as well known, traditional views about women and marriage. At his EP hearing, he said, “The family exists in order to allow women to have children and to have the protection of a male who takes care of them. This is the traditional vision of marriage that I defend.”

He has attributed the low birth rate in Europe to women concentrating too much on their careers and not enough on having babies.

Homosexuality

During his EP hearing, Dr. Buttiglione described homosexuality as a “sin.”

Attacking the 2001 Gay Pride march in Milan, he said, “All are free to call me a bigot and intolerant, but I very freely define homosexual behavior as an indicator of moral disorder.”

Dr. Buttiglione opposes granting same-sex couples benefits similar to those heterosexuals receive.

Conservative Catholic Roots

In September 2002, he was the Italian government’s representative at the opening of a conference by the ultra-conservative Roman Catholic Opus Dei, a shadowy right-wing pressure group with a deeply conservative philosophy and high-level connections in the Vatican and in governments around the world. But Dr. Buttiglione’s true home in the conservative Catholic movement is Communione e Liberazione (Communion and Liberation), which believes that freedom is only achieved through Christian faith (see box). He has served on the editorial board of its journal, Communio. He was closely involved in the decision to close down its weekly newspaper, Il Sabato, after the paper threatened to elevate a confrontation with the Vatican over political alliances.

He is also a patron of the antichoice World Youth Alliance.
Discrimination

At the Convention that worked on the European Charter of Fundamental Rights, he submitted an amendment calling for exclusion of sexual orientation as a ground for discrimination—thereby permitting the conditions to exist for discrimination against gay people.

Immigration

Dr. Buttiglione supports camps for asylum seekers and quotas for immigration into Europe. He has said that the “level of criminality” of each national group should be taken into account when fixing those quotas. He thinks that certain groups have a high level of criminality and others, “those who are Catholic and Christian,” have a very low level.

HIV/AIDS

In 1989, at a conference on HIV/AIDS at the Vatican, he said that AIDS is “divine punishment for homosexuality and drug use.”

Church and State

Like the pope, Buttiglione supported the inclusion of the word “God” in the draft European Constitution, but acknowledged that there was widespread opposition to this move. He suggested two alternatives that might be acceptable to conservatives (both of which were also pushed by the pope and Vatican spokesmen at the time): either recognizing the role of religion in the creation of European societies or making reference to Europe’s Greek and Judeo-Christian roots.

When a Muslim community leader in Italy won a court battle to remove the crucifix from a state school where his children were pupils, Buttiglione said: “It’s ridiculous. In my opinion, the cross should stay and, in any case, whether it stays or goes, it’s not up to a crazy Muslim activist to forbid it. It’s our business, not his.”

Others on Rocco Buttiglione, PhD

Upon his appointment to the government in 2001:

“[Rocco] has started a religious war after only three days [in office]... Who would have guessed that the European affairs ministry could be the ministry of God?”

--Agence France Presse, June 15, 2001

“I would not want, as a Spanish citizen, to have a minister of justice who thinks that homosexuality is a sin and that a woman should stay at home to have children under the protection of her husband.... These are shocking attitudes—that is the least that one can say.”

--Josep Borell, president of the European Parliament, October 7, 2004

“He is not the commissioner for Italy. He is the commissioner for the Vatican. It would not bother anyone if this was just in a personal, spiritual way. But he is deeply convinced of a fundamentalist concept of the Catholic religion, by which the state should abide by the Pope’s rule. He is a smart, intelligent person whose political skills are often underestimated. He has already been at the forefront of [the campaign to include a reference to] Catholic roots in the [EU] constitution and in blocking stem-cell research. That is why he is effective and dangerous with his Catholic fundamentalist vision of Europe.”

--Marco Cappato, MEP for the Italian Radical party, September 4, 2004

Members of Parliament speak out against Rocco Buttiglione’s nomination to the Commission:

Members Hannes Swoboda and Martine Roure, on behalf of the Socialist grouping, stated after his hearing at the European Parliament that they had “serious doubt” about Mr. Buttiglione’s proposals on asylum and his statements about family life and homosexuality. “He sees women’s role only in the context of marriage and motherhood.”


The Dutch Green MEP Kathalijne Buitenweg said that if Mr. Barosso did not withdraw the nomination, the Greens may vote against the whole European Commission.


Bernard Poignant, president of the French socialists at the EP, said, “When I listened to him I told myself that John Paul II had succeeded sending a Commissioner to Brussels!”


According to Swedish Prime Minister Goeran Persson, Buttiglione was “sensationally lacking in judgment” for his comments about women and homosexuals.
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